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Overview 
 

While IMIX, short for Internet Mix, is not officially defined by a standards organization, it has become an 
increasingly popular concern in the networking test arena. Its origins are derived in part out of a need to 
identify and simulate Internet network traffic according to frame size usage. Network performance in terms 
of throughput, latency, and packet loss can vary greatly depending on the traffic mix, thereby affecting the 
effectiveness of computer applications and ultimately the end user experience. Studies indicate that 
Internet traffic consists of fixed percentages of different frame sizes at a given point and time.  
For example, according to the publication “Trends in Wide Area IP Traffic Patterns -A View from Ames 

Internet Exchange”, from Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA)1, the majority of the 
packets seen were one of three sizes:  
 

• 40 byte packets (the minimum packet size for TCP), which carry TCP acknowledgments but no 
payload  

• 1500 byte packets (the maximum Ethernet payload size) from TCP implementations that use 
path MTU discovery  

• 552 byte and 576 byte packets from TCP implementations that do not use path MTU discovery  
 
Note that these are frame sizes that exclude the 18-byte Ethernet header. 
 
In February 2001 the Measurement & Operations Analysis Team with the National Library for Applied 
Network Research (NLANR) provided results of Internet data they collected as part of a project with the 
National Science Foundation NLARR. This data is representative of general Internet consumption at the time 
of data collection. Data collected since then, and by other organizations, may be more reflective of certain 
types of user traffic. In any case, while there is no discreet set of IMIX frames sizes, the general notion is 
that modeled data can be used to approximate the distribution observed for real Internet traffic.  
Through sampling, organizations can measure the makeup of Internet traffic and determine what mixture of 
frame sizes occur at different points on the network for a given period of time. Alternatively, some other 
usage/transmission pattern of certain frame sizes relative to one another can be used based on a 
“prescription” of frame sizes through other sources.  

 
Correlation Value 
IMIX simulation may include a handful of the most popular frame sizes. For completeness and better 
accuracy, the mix may be expanded to include more, even dozens, of frame sizes, including a random 
range of frame sizes with a minimum and maximum frame size boundary. 
 
The degree to which the packet mix correlates to a given Internet mix has been categorized with terms such 
as “simple” and “complete”. With more coverage of specific frame sizes and their ratios, the more likely 
the higher correlation value. For example, a “simple” mix with only a few frame sizes may correlate to an 
observed Internet mix with a factor of .883. A “complete” mix with more frame sizes could have a factor of  
.984. An even more granular mix that contains even more frame sizes, along a random range of sizes, may 
have a correlation factor of .999, and provide the most accurate simulation. 
 
Mixes that promote the largest correlation factor typically contain more frame sizes, and a random frame 
size range compared to mixes with a smaller factor. Just as there is no standard for IMIX (currently), there is 
no standard that dictates the need for a particular correlation factor. However, with a larger correlation 
factor a more realistic mix compared to the depicted data set may be introduced to the Device Under Test 
(DUT). 
 

                                                 
1 Sean McCreary and KC Claffy, CAIDA, San Diego Supercomputer Center, University of California, San 
Diego. http://www.caida.org/outreach/papers/2000/AIX0005/ 
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Variations in IMIX 
IMIX traffic may allow you to test your device under more realistic conditions than with many other standard 
benchmark tests. IMIX frame sizes can be based on samples from organizations that measure the makeup 
of Internet traffic. Alternatively, you may want to simulate some other usage or transmission patterns 
thereby comprising a more meaningful mix.  
 
Internet usage obviously varies by user so a single mix of packet sizes is not typical for all classes of users. 
For example, users over Virtual Private Networks (VPN), and those using IPSec or SSL, typically engage 
enterprise applications. So an IMIX model based on general Internet traffic will lose correlation significance 
for VPN users. Enterprise and E-commerce traffic typically contains a mix that when, compared to general 
IMIX, includes larger packets and very small packets for terminal-like transactions.  

 
How IMIX Test Tools Work 
One form of IMIX, deterministic IMIX, provides a repeatable pattern with known relative counts or 
percentages of each frame size.  
 
The frame sizes within a traffic flow, and their percentage of occurrence relative to the total flows, 
determine bandwidth utilization. Tests tool internally compute the necessary bandwidth to achieve the 
percentages of frame sizes in a given IMIX. This conversion from relative percentage to bandwidth 
utilization is necessary because larger frame sizes take up more bandwidth than smaller frame sizes. 
Therefore the proportion of total of each frame size is not usually equal to the bandwidth consumed for a 
given frame size. 
 
Key considerations for testing IMIX and verifying that the customer experience closely resembles the source 
of the model data: 
 

• Correlation to actual data that reflects the expected operational use of the DUT. 
• Proper distribution of packet sizes with automatic bandwidth calculation. 
• Interleaving of packets. The order in which the frames in a given flow are transmitted may be 

different depending on the network usage (application) for that flow. For example, to mimic real 
work conditions, packets within an IMIX should most likely not be sent in a burst fashion in 
which an abundance of packets, or even all packets, for a given frame size are transmitted 
before other frames sizes. They instead should be interleaved to achieve the bandwidth 
corresponding to each frame size. 

• Multiple mixes in a single test that can be assigned across ports and different traffic types: IPv4, 
IPv6, Unicast, and Multicast. This provides the ability to simulate multiple types of users and 
network activity in which the frame size composition varies, as well as the ingress and egress 
ports on which given users’ mix operates. 

• Mix background traffic, including throttled traffic into the test bed. This allows you to see the 
effects to the IMIX traffic under varying and less than ideal conditions. 

• Tailor the traffic flows with VLAN tags. Not only can IMIX be applied to a particular physical port, 
but also to logical ports that use VLAN tags. Multiple users on a port segregated by VLAN tags 
may have their own unique set of IMIX.  

• Apply Quality of Service (QoS) by setting bandwidth limits, IP priority, and Differentiated Service 
through DSCP. When combined with IMIX, QoS can tell you if the higher priority flows within a 
mix actually take priority in a congested network, or one that uses queuing algorithms or Access 
Control Lists (ACL).  

• Comprehensive metrics reporting on the IMIX set as a group, and also, individually by frame size 
within each set. 

• Scalability of flows and ports to ensure that the device under test is challenged to its full 
capacity: 
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Scalability Demands of IMIX  
 

 
 
IMIX traffic may traverse multiple ports in many traffic patterns. Each port may emulate its own unique mix 
of Internet traffic. When applied to VLAN-tagged ports IMIX patterns emulate traffic from logical interfaces.
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Throughput Testing 
 
Associated RFCs 

• RFC 2544 Benchmarking Methodology for Network Interconnect Devices 
• RFC 1242 Benchmarking Terminology for Network Interconnection Devices 

 
Objective  
The Throughput test determines the maximum transmission rate at which the Device Under Test (DUT) can 
forward IP traffic with no frame loss, or at a user-specified acceptable frame loss. On Quality of Service 
(QoS) enabled networks, prioritization may not be visible until there is congestion and thus frame loss, or 
when queuing algorithms or Access Control Lists (ACL) are challenged. The Throughput test, when used 
with the IMIX traffic, allows the DUT to be tested under more realistic conditions.  
 
By increasing or decreasing the transmission rate at specified levels, the capacity of the DUT can be 
determined. A binary search, or a step algorithm, is used to determine the zero-loss throughput rate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  IPv6 Mix

IMIX
TCP Mix

IPSec Mix 

 
A realistic mixture of packet sizes will be classified into 4 different IMIX-oriented sets. For ease of data 
management and troubleshooting, the “simple” IMIX approach will be used in the first test. Once the 
throughout rate is determined, subsequent tests in the next section will expand upon an IMIX set and add 
frame sizes and random ranges. 
 

Test Parameters 
• Iteration/trial duration in seconds. (Minimum of 60 seconds if you are following RFC 2544 

guidelines. You may want to start out with a shorter duration, and assure the tests are 
configured properly.) 

• Multiple IMIX sets that are assigned across multiple ports 
• Traffic pattern: port pair, partial mesh, or full mesh 
• Optional VLAN tags per port or per subnet and QoS attributes such as DSCP 
• Traffic direction: bi-directional, unidirectional from input to output, and unidirectional from 

output to input. 
• Initial rate (load). This is often expressed as a percent of theoretical maximum. Typically 10% or 

100%. The % bandwidth of each IMIX frame will be based on the current port load per iteration. 
• Maximum rate. This may also be expressed as a percent of theoretical maximum. Typically 

100%. 
• Minimum rate. This may also be expressed as a percent of theoretical maximum. Typically 1%. 
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• Precision/resolution. This may also be expressed as a percent of theoretical maximum. Typically 
1%. 

• Test port to DUT port mapping, including IP addresses. 
• Test port configuration including speed, duplex, auto negotiation, and ARP options. 
• IP addresses to be used in test traffic. Alternatively, DHCP may be enabled if the flow source 

addresses information is to be obtained from a DHCP server, rather than statically within the 
test tool. 

• Advanced scheduler options to achieve the proper interleaving of packets, and reduce bursts 
within a particular frame size. 

• Burst size. This identifies the number of frames sent with minimum inter frame gap as a “burst” 
to simulate real-world traffic.  

 

Setup 
 

 
DUT

Port4-IPv6 Mix 

Port2-TCP Mix

Port3-IPSec Mix 

Port1-IMIX1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Port Pair, Full Mesh, or Partial Mesh Traffic 
 

In the following example the Throughput test uses a port pair configuration. Each port transmits its own 
unique set of IMIX-oriented set of frame sizes to a corresponding port. 
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Test Steps 
1. Create four IMIX sets using an IMIX editor.  
 

IMIX1 
 

 
 

IMIX1 contains a flow that reflects a commonly used IMIX set of frame sizes based on analysis of 
Internet routers.  

 
TCP Mix 

 
 

This TCP Mix contains TCP-based flows, which more realistically emulate real-world traffic. Traffic             
with Layer-4 TCP headers resembles TCP-based protocols such as SMTP, HTTP, and POP. 

 
IPsec Mix 

 
 

This IPSec Mix emulates traffic from VPN users using the IPsec protocol. For this case, to avoid 
fragmentation, the maximum packet size has been reduced to 1,418 bytes. 
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IPv6 Mix 
 

 
 

This IPv6 Mix uses similar packet sizes as IMIX1 but is adjusted based on IPv6 traffic 
observations. IPv6 flows will be transmitted and will be properly received, even on an IPv4 port, as 
long as an IPv6 to IPv4 mechanism (or dual stack) is functional on the DUT. 

 
The frame size column on the left includes the 18-byte Ethernet header, which is excluded from 
the IP Total length in the middle column. 

 
2. Set the initial port load to the maximum rate for the interface used. 
 
3. Set each port MAC, IP and network (subnet) addresses to map with to the DUT port mapping. Flows 

subsequently created will automatically have unique addresses on the correct network. 
(Alternatively, use DHCP for automatic address assignment.) 

 
4. Configure VLANs using a VLAN wizard if the DUT expects flows with VLAN tags. IMIX can be 

assigned on a per port-basis, and on a per logical interface that uses VLANs. 
 
5. Choose the traffic type: IPv4, IPv6, Unicast, or Multicast. 
 
6. Configure the proper traffic pattern: port pair, partial mesh, or full mesh. For this test a port pair 

pattern will be used. This illustration shows the following port pair pattern used in this test: 
 

• Port 1=>Port 2 
• Port 2=>Port1 
• Port 3=>Port4 
• Port 4=>Port3 
 

7. Assign an IMIX set to each port pair by using a “group” wizard that allows automatic assignment 
of a defined mix. Set Layer 3 and Layer 4 protocols such as IP and TCP in the Next Header field. At 
this point you may also want to assign QoS-related attributes such as IP priority or DSCP.  

 
8. Run the Throughput test, which will send packets of a fixed size from all sources to all 

destinations. At the completion of this iteration, the test tool will report the number of packets 
transmitted and received on all streams. If packet loss occurs, the test tool will reduce the load 
and run another iteration.  

 
If using the binary search technique, the test tool will continue to increase or decrease the offered 
load in subsequent iterations until the difference in offered load between successful and failed 
tests is less than the resolution for the test. This is the zero-loss throughput rate. 

 
When a step search is used the test starts at a specified initial rate. During each trial, the 
transmission rate increases according to a specified step rate. The test continues until the current 
rate reaches a specified max rate, or the test fails if there is packet loss at a given iteration. 
Throughput is determined based on the last passing rate. 
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Test Outcome  
• 

• 

• 

Report the maximum transmission rate at which the DUT can forward IMIX-enabled traffic with zero 
frame loss in table and graphic form.  

 
Provide detailed results for each IMIX set and for each frame size including: load, transmit frames, 
received frames, lost, lost %, throughput. Report the transmit rate in bps, fps, Kbps, and Mbps. 
Report and graph the receive rate in bps, fps, Kbps, and Mbps for the entire frame and also for 
only the IP portion of the frame.  

 
Report stray frames that are received on the wrong port, CRC and data integrity errors. 

 

 
Detail - Multi Mix Throughput Results per Test Iteration  
 

 

 
 
The Throughput test provides results for each group mix, I.E., TCP Group, and also, for individual frame 
sizes (flows) within each group.  
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Throughput results are easily graphed to show received Mbps for each mix. L3 bits/sec (Rx L3 bps) is 
contrasted to L2 bps/sec (Rx L2 bps): 
 

 
 

The test results demonstrate that IPSec and IPv6 traffic performance is less efficient than IMIX and TCP. The 
DUT may be capable of delivering a broad range of IP services; however Enterprise applications, IPv6 
deployments, and QOS may be compromised. 
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Advanced Measurements Testing – Jumbo Test 
 
Objective 
Advanced measurements produce a variety of metrics in a single test pass, and are available by simulating 
more real world traffic. The SmartFlow Jumbo test on SmartBits provides these advanced metrics. 
 
The accuracy of the test packet mix can be increased the more it correlates to the real world traffic. One 
means to achieve this is to increase the number of frame sizes in a mix that represent the common modal 
lengths. Another approach is to add an even distribution of other packet sizes by using a random range. 
 
The following chart displays a list of frame sizes resembling those from network observations by NLANR, 
and provides a greater correlation value than the smaller IMIX sets in the previous test. 
 

  IMIX based on per NLANR Data  

Ethernet Frame Size 
(bytes) 

IP Total Length 
(bytes) 

Packet % (Proportion 
of Total) 

Bandwidth (Load %) 

56 38 1.20% 0.08% 

58 40 35.50% 3.51% 

62 44 2.00% 0.22% 

66 48 2.00% 0.24% 

70 52 3.50% 0.45% 

570 552 0.80% 1.10% 

594 576 11.50% 16.40% 

646 628 1.00% 1.50% 

1438 1420 3.00% 10.50% 

1518 1500 10.00% 37.10% 

58-1518 (range) 40 - 1500 (range) 29.50% 28.90% 
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Test Parameters 
• Iteration/Trial duration in seconds.  
• Offered Load (Oload)– This allows the actual transmit rate to be reported rather than just the 

intended load (Iload). Offered load is particularly useful when the Device Under Test (DUT) uses 
flow control such that the transmitting test ports may send less packets than are configured 
(intended) by the test setup. 

• Multiple IMIX sets that are assigned across multiple ports 
• Traffic pattern: port pair, partial mesh, or full mesh 
• Optional VLAN tags per port or per subnet and QoS attributes such as DSCP.  
• Traffic direction: bi-directional, unidirectional from input to output, and unidirectional from 

output to input. 
• Port loads per test iteration. Typically expressed as a %. The % bandwidth of each IMIX frame 

will be based on the current port load per iteration. As compared with the Throughput test in 
which multiple iterations are controlled by the search algorithm, the SmartFlow Jumbo tests may 
be run with user-specified port loads across multiple iterations. The resulting bandwidth per 
frame sizes then becomes a function of the individual port loads. 

• Test port to DUT port mapping, including IP addresses. 
• Test port configuration including speed, duplex, auto negotiation, and ARP options. 
• IP addresses to be used in test traffic. Alternatively, DHCP may be enabled if the flow source 

addresses information is to be obtained from a DHCP server, rather than statically within the 
test tool. 

• Advanced scheduler options to achieve the proper interleaving of packets, and reduce bursts 
within a particular frame size. 

• Burst size. This identifies the number of frames sent with minimum inter frame gap as a “burst” 
to simulate real-world traffic. 

 
Setup 
Use either the port pair pattern in the test above, or another pattern such as the full mesh pattern, in which 
all test ports send and receive traffic from all other ports. 
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Test Steps 
1. Create the IMIX sets using an IMIX editor in a similar fashion as described in Throughput Testing 

above. (Re-use the previous configuration by saving it to a new filename.) For this test instead of 
using IMIX1, create IMIX_99_Correlate and add additional frame sizes and their associated 
relative percentages known to exist in the mix to be transmitted. You may want to use the IMIX per 
NLANR as an example set in lieu of having any pre-identified sets of your own. Also, add a random 
range with an upper and lower boundary such as 58 and 1518 bytes.  

 

 
 

The total percentages of all frame sizes should equal one hundred.  
 
2. Set each port MAC, IP and network (subnet) addresses to map with to the DUT port mapping. Flows 

subsequently created will automatically have unique addresses on the correct network. 
(Alternatively, use DHCP for automatic address assignment.) 

 
3. Set the initial port load to the maximum rate for the interface used. Alternatively, set the initial 

load to a lower rate and step up to the maximum rate over multiple test iterations. 
 
4. Configure VLANs using a VLAN wizard if the DUT expects flows with VLAN tags. IMIX can be 

assigned on a per port-basis, and on a per logical interface that uses VLANs. 
 
5. Choose the traffic type: IPv4, IPv6, Unicast, or Multicast. 
 
6. Configure the proper traffic pattern: port pair, partial mesh, or full mesh.  
 
7. Assign an IMIX set to each port by using a “group” wizard that allows automatic assignment of a 

defined mix. Set Layer 3 and Layer 4 protocols such as IP and TCP in the Next Header field. At this 
point you may also want to assign QoS-related attributes such as IP priority or DSCP.  

 
Run the SmartFlow Jumbo test. Monitor the port counters and results for each of the load iteration 
while the test is running. 
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Test Outcome  
• Report load, transmit frames, received frames, lost frames, lost %, store-and-forward and cut 

through minimum, average, maximum latency, standard deviation of latency, latency distribution, 
and sequencing all in a single test pass. Measure what happens to latency while monitoring frame 
loss. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Report in and out of sequence frames that could likely produce upper layer re-transmits. 
 

Determine how traffic flow latency is distributed for each load, and how the latencies vary from 
one to another. Define which groups to analyze and the bit buckets of time to monitor for 
subsequently running the latency over time test. 

 
Correlate the results across each IMIX set and across each frame size within an IMIX.  This lets you 
see problem areas for individual frame sizes within an IMIX. 

 
Show the bandwidth utilization per flow. Report the transmit rate in bps, fps, Kbps, and Mbps. 
Report and graph the receive rate in bps, fps, Kbps, and Mbps for the entire frame and also only 
for the IP portion of the frame.  

 
Report stray frames that are received on the wrong port, and CRC and data integrity errors. 
 

Detail – Jumbo Test Results with Advanced Metrics 
 

 
 

The Jumbo test provides results for both the entire group mix, I.E., IMIX_99 Group, and also, for individual 
frame sizes (flows).  
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Average Latency– Jumbo Test Results with Advanced Metrics 
 

 
 

Results can be filtered to display details specific to an individual mix. 
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Glossary 
 
ACL – (Access Control Lists) Used to give access to an object depending on certain aspects of the process 

which is making the request, used as a security measure.    
 
DSCP – (Differentiated Services) A way to try and guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) on a network. 
 
DUT – (Device Under Test) The device which is currently having a test ran on it.  Sometimes also referred to 

as a System Under Test). 
 
IMIX – (Internet Mix) Generally used to describe a ratio of common frame sizes transmitted across the 

Internet. 
 
Jumbo Test – An industry-unique test in SmartFlow that combines many tests info one.  Allowing you to 

measure what happens to latency while monitoring frame loss.  This test, which uses time saving 
histograms, shows latency distributions, latency, packet loss, sequencing, and correlates the 
results.  The test also shows bandwidth utilization per flow.   

 
Multicast – Used to deliver data from one source to many destinations.   
 
QoS – (Quality of Service) The ability of a network to meet a certain traffic contract. 
 
Unicast – Used to deliver data from one source to one destination. 
 
VPN – (Virtual Private Network) A VPN is a network that uses a public telecommunications infrastructure, 

such as the Internet, to provide remote offices or individual users with secure access to their 
organizations network. 
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